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Summary
Preparatory activity in motor cortex may facilitate movement execution by representing
movement parameters (representational theory) or by initializing movement-related
dynamics to an optimal state (dynamical system theory). Here, we confronted these two
theories using neural data from non-human primates. We analyzed the structure of
preparatory activity in a task where animals needed to plan two movements
simultaneously. Contrary to what the representational theory predicted, we did not find
evidence for the concurrent representation of the two movements. Instead, our data
revealed that parallel planning was achieved by adjusting preparatory activity to an
intermediate state that served as an optimal initial condition to generate both
movements. This optimization quantitatively explained fluctuations in the animals’
behavior, and directly supported the dynamical system theory. Together, these results
uncover a simple mechanism for planning multiple movements in parallel, and shed light
on an enduring debate about the nature of preparatory activity in motor cortex.
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Introduction
To act efficiently, we often plan our movements ahead. Motor planning has historically
been studied in experiments where subjects are given a preparatory period before
executing a movement specified in advance (Day et al., 1989; Rosenbaum, 1980; Wise,
1985). Behaviorally, a well-established result is that motor planning enables movements
to be initiated more quickly (Crammond and Kalaska, 2000; Ghez et al., 1997; Riehle
and Requin, 1989). At the neural level, the benefit of motor planning on reaction time
has been linked to preparatory activity in premotor and primary motor cortex (Afshar et
al., 2011; Bastian et al., 2003; Churchland and Shenoy, 2007a; Michaels et al., 2015;
Riehle and Requin, 1989, 1993; Tanji and Evarts, 1976; Weinrich et al., 1984). Indeed,
earlier work has shown that preparatory activity in these brain regions is strongly
modulated by key parameters (e.g., direction, speed, extent) of the upcoming
movement (Churchland et al., 2006a; Even-Chen et al., 2019; Godschalk et al., 1985;
Kurata, 1993; Messier and Kalaska, 2000; Riehle et al., 1994). These findings have led
to the representational theory of movement preparation which considers motor plans as
parametric representations of movement features in motor cortex (Requin et al., 1991).

More recent work has argued in favor of an alternative model of movement preparation
grounded in the theory of dynamical systems (Erlhagen and Schöner, 2002; Scott,
2012; Sussillo et al., 2015; Todorov and Jordan, 2002; Versteeg and Miller, 2022).
According to the so-called initial condition (IC) hypothesis, preparatory neural activity
does not represent movement parameters, but instead reflects a controlled dynamical
process whose role is to optimize the initial state from which movement-related neural
dynamics unfolds (Churchland et al., 2006b, 2010; Hennequin et al., 2014; Kao et al.,
2021). Multiple lines of evidence support this alternate view of motor planning. First,
preparatory activity was shown to be more dynamic than previously thought (Bastian et
al., 2003; Churchland et al., 2006b; Hatsopoulos et al., 2007; Rickert et al., 2009).
Second, preparatory and movement-related activity can significantly differ in terms of
tuning properties (Churchland et al., 2010), arguing against a purely parametric view.
Third, causally perturbing the preparatory state shortly before movement initiation
selectively delays movement (Churchland and Shenoy, 2007a). Finally, trial-to-trial
fluctuations in the preparatory state are strongly predictive of reaction times (Afshar et
al., 2011; Michaels et al., 2015; Pandarinath et al., 2018; Riehle and Requin, 1993).

One appeal of the dynamical system theory is that it provides a conceptually
straightforward interpretation of preparatory and motor-related signals that are
notoriously difficult to parse out at the level of individual neurons (Batista et al., 2007;
Churchland and Shenoy, 2007b; Churchland et al., 2012; Fetz, 1992; Scott, 2008).
Indeed, the notion of initial condition has contributed to elucidating a number of
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computational questions at the neural population level, from the relationship between
movement preparation and execution (Elsayed et al., 2016; Kaufman et al., 2014), to
the role of preparatory activity in motor learning (Golub et al., 2018; Sadtler et al., 2014;
Sun et al., 2020; Vyas et al., 2018, 2020a), and the logic behind the neural control of
timed movements (Remington et al., 2018; Sohn et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2017).
Nevertheless, there remains extensive debate about which of the representational or
the dynamical system theory should be adopted to account for preparatory activity in
motor cortex (Omrani et al., 2017).

One major challenge in arbitrating between these two theories is that they need not be
mutually exclusive. In fact, one direct prediction of the IC hypothesis is that preparatory
activity corresponding to a specific movement should co-vary with the associated
kinematic parameters (Churchland et al., 2010; Shenoy et al., 2011). Although this
realization has encouraged the settling of the debate, one alternative path forward is to
identify novel experimental conditions in which the two models might diverge. Here we
propose to focus on the case of multi-movement planning in which not one, but multiple
movements need to be simultaneously prepared. Multi-movement planning poses an
interesting challenge for the motor system, and can be used to expose diverging
predictions of the two models. The representational theory indeed predicts that all
potential movements should be concurrently represented in preparatory activity. By
contrast, according to the dynamical system theory, if each movement is associated with
its own initial condition (IC), preparing for all possible movements should be achieved
by reaching an intermediate IC ideally located in-between the individual ICs.

In support of the representational view, prior studies on multi-movement planning
suggest that concurrent movement representations co-exist in motor cortex (Bastian et
al. 2003; Cisek and Kalaska 2005; Thura and Cisek 2014; Dekleva et al. 2016). These
studies, however, typically involved movements that were associated with different
spatial locations (i.e., hand reaches toward multiple possible targets) and therefore
could not disambiguate motor plans from the visual representations of the movement
goal (Cisek, 2012; Shen and Alexander, 1997; Wong and Haith, 2017). Moreover, the
parametric nature of reaching movements used in these tasks may have indirectly
contributed to biasing the results toward a representational view. In the present study,
we developed a multi-movement planning task in which monkeys had to execute one of
two possible grasping movements based on a non-spatial cue. Grasping movements,
unlike reaching movements, are not represented on a continuum but rather correspond
to discrete movement categories, making them more suitable to confront the predictions
of the two models of motor planning. Overall, we found that our data were inconsistent
with the representational theory, but supported instead an augmented view of the initial
condition hypothesis extended to the case of multi-movement planning.
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Results

Task and behavior
Two monkeys (L and N) performed an instructed delayed reach-to-grasp task (Brochier
et al., 2018; Milekovic et al., 2015; Riehle et al., 2013). The animals were trained to
grasp an object using 2 possible hand grips (side grip, SG, or precision grip, PG) and
subsequently pull and hold the object using 2 possible force levels (low force, LF, or
high force, HF). On each trial, the animal had to wait for two successive instructions
separated by a 1-s delay before initiating their movement (Figure 1A; Methods). The
grip and force instructions were displayed via a square of 4 light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
as follows: the two leftmost (resp., rightmost) LEDs instructed SG (resp., PG), while the
top (resp., bottom) LEDs instructed HF (resp., LF). There were two main conditions in
this task. In the “grip-cued” condition, the grip instruction was provided first, followed by
the force instruction. In the “grip-uncued” condition, the force instruction was provided
first, followed by the grip instruction (Figure 1B). In both conditions, the second
instruction also served as the imperative Go signal for the animal to initiate its
movement; we therefore refer to the first instruction as the “Cue”, the second instruction
as the “Go”, and the 1-s delay between them as the “preparatory period”. Note that the
terminology used here to describe the two task conditions differs from previous studies
(Brochier et al., 2018; Milekovic et al., 2015; Riehle et al., 2013) but is more relevant to
the objectives of the present study.

In this task, when grip instruction is provided first (grip-cued), animals can plan the
desired grip in advance during the preparatory period. In contrast, when grip instruction
is provided last (grip-uncued), animals do not know the desired grip until the time of Go,
and are therefore left uncertain about which of the two grips to plan. We used this task
to study motor planning related to a single grip versus two simultaneous grips. We
chose to focus on the grip, as opposed to the force, because it was the most relevant
parameter to plan the initial phase of the movement, i.e., reaching toward and grasping
the object. The force level, which was only relevant for the late phase of the movement,
was used to match task contingencies (“Cue” signal revealing partial information,
followed by the “Go” signal revealing full information) between the two conditions.

In sum, the task was composed of 2 conditions, with 4 trial types each (2 grips x 2
forces). The grip-cued condition was composed of PG-HF and PG-LF (hereafter
collectively referred to as “PG-cued”), and SG-HF and SG-LF (“SG-cued”) trials, while
the grip-uncued condition was composed of HF-PG and LF-PG (“PG-uncued”) and
HF-SG and LF-SG (“SG-uncued”) trials. Note that the 4 trial types were identical across
conditions in terms of final movement, but differed only in the order that the grip/force
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information was provided. The 4 trial types were randomly interleaved within each
condition, and the conditions were performed in separate blocks of trials within the
same behavioral session (Methods).

At the end of training, animals were proficient in all conditions and trial types (average
success rate: 92% for monkey L; 97% for monkey N; Table S1). These high success
rates indicate that the monkeys were able to interpret and use the instruction cues to
rapidly alternate between the desired actions. Critically, we confirmed that animals used
the grip information (when available) to plan their movement ahead. Indeed, reaction
times (RT; defined between the time of Go and movement initiation) were shorter in the
grip-cued compared to the grip-uncued condition (RT = mean+sem; RTcued = 155±3 ms,
RTuncued = 263±4 ms, p<10-10 for monkey L; RTcued = 303±5 ms, RTuncued = 363±8 ms,
p<10-9 for monkey N; ANOVA on RT testing for the main effect of grip-cued versus
grip-uncued; Figure 1C), and this effect was robustly observed across animals and
behavioral sessions (paired t-test on across-session RTcued versus RTuncued, t(55)=12.6,
p<10-10; Figure 1D). These results are in line with numerous previous studies showing a
beneficial effect of movement preparation on reaction time (Ames et al., 2014;
Churchland and Shenoy, 2007a; Crammond and Kalaska, 2000; Ghez et al., 1997;
Riehle, 2005; Riehle and Requin, 1989, 1993; Zaepffel and Brochier, 2012).
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Figure 1. Task and behavior. (A) Trial structure. Each trial started with a 400-ms waiting period
during which only the center LED was on. During the subsequent cue period, 2 of the 4
peripheral LEDs were illuminated for 300 ms to provide the first instruction. The cue was then
turned off for 1000 ms during the preparatory period. At the end of the preparatory period, 2
other peripheral LEDs were illuminated to provide the second instruction and simultaneously
signal the Go. By definition, the reaction time (RT) was defined as the time between movement
initiation (vertical dashed line) and the Go signal (Methods). (B) Experimental conditions. In the
grip-cued condition (top), the grip instruction (side grip, SG or precision grip, PG) was provided
first, followed by the force instruction (high force, HF or low force, LF). In the grip-uncued
condition (bottom), the force instruction was provided first, followed by the grip instruction.
Instructions were provided as follows: the two leftmost (resp., rightmost) LEDs were used to
instruct SG (resp., PG), and the two top (resp., bottom) LEDs were used to signal HF (resp.,
LF). (C) Reaction times for the two conditions in a typical session. In both monkeys, reaction
times were shorter in the grip-cued (filled bars) compared to the grip-uncued condition (empty
bars). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. (D) Average RT in the grip-cued condition
plotted as a function of the average grip-uncued RT. Each point represents data from the same
behavioral session. Different symbols (diamond, square, circle, triangle) indicate the trial type
(resp., SGHF, SGLF, PGHF, PGLF). Inset: distribution of the difference between grip-uncued RT
and grip-cued RT across sessions. This difference was significantly greater than zero (paired
t-test, t(55)=12.6, p<10-10).
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Neural encoding of grip information during single-grip planning
To investigate the neural basis of motor planning in this task, we analyzed spiking
activity in the primary (M1) and dorsal premotor (PMd) cortex recorded from
chronically-implanted multi-channel arrays (Brochier et al., 2018). Prior studies using
this task have explored how the spatio-temporal structure of local field potentials and
spiking activity in PMd/M1 relate to various aspects of animals’ behavior (Denker et al.,
2018; Milekovic et al., 2015; Riehle et al., 2013, 2018; Torre et al., 2016). None of these
studies have raised the question of multi-grip planning. Here, we sought to directly
compare preparatory activity in the grip-cued and grip-uncued conditions to confront the
predictions of the two leading theories of motor planning. Accordingly, we focused our
analyses on the task epoch related to the hand reaching preparation and execution.

Our epoch of interest included the 300-ms presentation of the Cue (providing grip
information in grip-cued, and force information in grip-uncued), followed by the 1-s
preparatory period preceding the Go signal, and the subsequent movement period. In
this epoch, single neurons had widely varied activity profiles (Figure 2A, red and blue
lines). In the grip-cued condition, some neurons encoded the grip type shortly after the
Cue (Figure 2A (iv)), or right before the Go (Figure 2A (ii)), while others remained
sensitive to the grip throughout the preparatory period (Figure 2A (i, iii)). By contrast, in
the grip-uncued condition, grip encoding only emerged after the Go (i.e., when the grip
information became available; Figure S1). These findings are in keeping with prior
studies showing that PMd/M1 neurons are tuned to upcoming movement parameters
(Churchland et al., 2006a; Even-Chen et al., 2019; Godschalk et al., 1985; Kurata,
1993; Messier and Kalaska, 2000; Riehle et al., 1994), i.e., here the grip type.

Since grip information is the relevant movement parameter, grip encoding may serve as
a proxy for studying the formation of the two grip-specific motor plans. Accordingly, we
quantified the strength and temporal evolution of grip encoding within a trial. To do so
we turned to population-level analyses, by considering population activity as a collection
of states (i.e., neural trajectory) evolving in a high-dimensional space where each
dimension represents the activity of one neuron (Sohn et al., 2020; Vyas et al., 2020b).
In this state space, we computed the distance between the trajectories associated with
the two grip-cued conditions (Figure 2B, Methods). This distance sharply increased
around 150 ms following the presentation of the Cue, and remained above its baseline
throughout the preparatory period in both monkeys (Figure 2C, 2D). As a point of
comparison, we computed the distance between the two force-specific trajectories in the
grip-uncued condition. We found that force information was not as strongly encoded as
grip information during the preparatory period (Figure S1). These results are consistent
with motor cortex encoding the relevant grip information during the planning of the
upcoming hand reach (Fluet et al., 2010; Milekovic et al., 2015).
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Figure 2. Neural encoding of grip information (A) Firing rate of four example neurons from
the two monkeys aligned to the Go signal. Neural activity is color-coded by condition; red for
PG-cued (here, PGHF), blue for SG-cued (SGHF), and black for grip-uncued (HFPG). Firing
rates were obtained by binning (wbin = 20 ms) and smoothing (sdkernel = 40 ms) spike counts
averaged across trials of the same condition. Vertical lines represent Cue on, Cue off, and Go.
(B) Schematic of population trajectories in the state space. To quantify grip encoding, we
computed the instantaneous euclidean distance between the PG-cued (red) and the SG-cued
(blue) trajectory (Methods). (C) Distance between the trajectories as a function of time in the
preparatory period (aligned to the Go signal). Shaded areas denote the 99% CI obtained from
bootstrap resampling of trials (N=100). (D) Same as (C) for monkey N.
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Two-grip planning is inconsistent with the representational model
The emergence of grip encoding in the grip-cued condition may be interpreted in two
different ways. According to the representational view of motor planning (Bastian et al.,
2003; Cisek, 2006; Cisek and Kalaska, 2005; Kalaska et al., 1997), grip encoding
reflects the fact that preparatory neural activity gradually represents the upcoming hand
movement parameter, which in turn expedites the process of initiating the grip-specific
hand reach once the Go is provided. Alternatively, in the dynamical system view
(Churchland et al., 2010; Vyas et al., 2020b), the separation between the two grip
trajectories reflects the evolution toward two grip-specific initial conditions (ICs), which
constitute the optimal states from which movement-related dynamics can be generated
(Afshar et al., 2011; Ames et al., 2014; Hennequin et al., 2014; Kao et al., 2021).

Although the representational and dynamical system theories are both consistent with
the emergence of grip encoding in the grip-cued condition, they make different
predictions for the grip-uncued condition in which the animal has to prepare not one, but
two potential grips simultaneously. In this case, the representational theory predicts that
both grips should be concurrently represented in preparatory activity; that is, the two
motor plans associated with each grip should coexist until the desired grip is revealed at
the time of Go. By contrast, the dynamical system theory predicts that the grip-uncued
preparatory activity should evolve toward an intermediate state optimized for both grips
simultaneously and located in-between the two grip-cued initial conditions. In other
words, a single initial condition optimized for the two movements should emerge.

We first sought to examine the predictions of the representational theory at the level of
single neurons. Classically, the representational model has been tested in tasks where
monkeys prepare movements toward several possible visual targets (Cisek and
Kalaska, 2005; Dekleva et al., 2016, 2018; Rickert et al., 2009; Thura and Cisek, 2014).
In these tasks, motor cortical neurons show strong directional tuning, i.e., they tend to
fire maximally for a preferred target direction, and be nearly silent for opposite
directions. In this case, when animals prepare movements toward multiple potential
targets, the representational theory predicts the co-activation of distinct subsets of
neurons tuned to each target direction (Cisek and Kalaska, 2005). In our task, we made
the choice of using grip type rather than target direction as the relevant movement
parameter to dissociate motor planning from the spatial goal representation. The
resulting challenge is that, contrary to target direction, grip type is not as clearly
separable at the single-neuron level: neurons are not selectively active for one grip, but
instead respond to both grips with varying levels of activity (Figure 2A). We thus had to
extend the predictions of the representational theory to this particular case. We
reasoned that if both grips are represented in the grip-uncued condition, a subset of
neurons should respond as in the PG-cued condition, while another subset of neurons
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should respond as in the SG-cued condition (“concurrent representation” hypothesis;
Figure 3A, left). Alternatively, if the two grips are not explicitly represented
simultaneously, we should expect single neurons to exhibit activity levels in the
grip-uncued condition that are unrelated to their responses during single-grip planning,
i.e., in the PG-cued and SG-cued conditions (“null” hypothesis; Figure 3A, middle).

Visual inspection of single neurons provided initial evidence against the concurrent
representation hypothesis: many of the rate profiles in the grip-uncued condition
appeared to reach a value at the time of Go which differed from either of the two
grip-cued conditions (Figure 2A, black line). To quantify this effect systematically
across neurons, we computed for every grip-selective neuron (Methods) the ratio

. In this expression, and designate the firing rate in theβ =
𝑟

𝑃𝐺
𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑−𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑

𝑟
𝑃𝐺
𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑−𝑟

𝑆𝐺
𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑 𝑟

𝑃𝐺
𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑 𝑟

𝑆𝐺
𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑

PG-cued and SG-cued condition, respectively, and designates the firing rate in𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑

the grip-uncued condition associated with either of the two force levels, which were

tested separately. By definition, was close to 0 if was close to , and wasβ 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑 𝑟
𝑃𝐺
𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑 β

close to 1 if was close to . If both grips are concurrently represented in the𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑 𝑟
𝑆𝐺
𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑

grip-uncued condition, we expected the distribution of across neurons to be bimodal,β
with modes at 0 and 1, respectively reflecting the neural representation of PG and SG.

In line with our initial observations, we found that the distribution of computed 200 msβ
before Go did not display the bimodal shape predicted by the concurrent representation
hypothesis, but instead peaked at an intermediate value between 0 and 1 (Figure 3A,
top right). As a validation of our analysis, we also computed using neural activity afterβ
Go, i.e., when grip information was known. In that case, we expected and observed two
peaks at 0 and 1, respectively associated with the PG-uncued and SG-uncued condition
(Figure 3A, bottom row). These results indicate that, prior to Go, the population did not
represent the two grips simultaneously, but instead presented a mixture of responses
that reflected neither of the two grips.
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Figure 3. Neural dynamics in the grip-uncued condition. (A) Test of the representational

theory. Top: for each grip-selective neuron, we computed the ratio , where ,β =
𝑟

𝑃𝐺
𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑−𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑

𝑟
𝑃𝐺
𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑−𝑟

𝑆𝐺
𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑 𝑟

𝑃𝐺
𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑

and designate the firing rate of the neuron 200 ms before Go respectively in the𝑟
𝑆𝐺
𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑

PG-cued, SG-cued, and grip-uncued condition. A grip selective neuron was defined as a neuron
whose preparatory activity significantly differed between PG-cued and SG-cued (Methods).
According to the “concurrent representation hypothesis” (left), if both grips are represented in
the population, the distribution of (black distribution) should be bimodal, with a peak at 0β
(associated with the representation of PG, red vertical line) and a peak at 1 (associated with the
representation of SG, blue vertical line). Alternatively, if firing rates in the grip-uncued condition
are unrelated to either grip-cued condition (“null hypothesis”, middle), the distribution of shouldβ
not present any particular bias toward either grip representation, and should have a single peak
between 0 and 1. The empirical distribution of (“data”, right) rejected the concurrentβ
representational hypothesis. Bottom: as a control, we verified that, 400 ms after Go, the
distribution of associated with the PG-uncued (red distribution) and SG-uncued (blueβ
distribution) condition peaked respectively at 0 and 1, as predicted by both hypotheses. (B)–(C)
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Test of the dynamical system theory. (B) Schematic of the projection onto the grip dimension
(black vector) in the state space. At any time point, the grip dimension was defined as the unit
vector pointing from the SG-cued state ( , filled blue circle) to the PG-cued state ( ,𝑥

𝑆𝐺
(𝑡) 𝑥

𝑃𝐺
(𝑡)

filled red circle). The schematic shows the orthogonal projection (open black circle) of the
grip-uncued state ( , filled black circle) onto the grip dimension. (C) Temporal evolution𝑥

𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑
(𝑡)

of the projections onto the grip dimension within the preparatory and movement epochs. The
dark red and blue represent the projections of the PG-cued and SG-cued trajectories,
respectively. The projection of the grip-uncued trajectories is shown separately for the
PG-uncued (pale red) and the SG-uncued (pale blue) condition. Data from one session is
shown; see Figure S2 for more sessions.
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The optimal subspace hypothesis: an augmented view of the
initial condition hypothesis
Next, we tested the predictions of the alternative “initial condition” (IC) hypothesis based
on the dynamical system view of motor planning. In the framework of dynamical
systems (Vyas et al., 2020b), preparatory activity should not be interpreted as a
parametric representation of the upcoming movement. Rather, it should be construed as
a controlled dynamical process converging to an optimal state from which
movement-related dynamics can efficiently unfold (Afshar et al., 2011). Although the IC
hypothesis was originally introduced for single planned movements, one can extend it to
the case of multi-movement planning. Considering that each movement is associated
with its own initial condition (single-movement IC), we can formulate two predictions: the
preparatory state associated with multiple alternatives should 1) lie within the subspace
containing all the single-movement ICs, and 2) be located “in-between” the
single-movement ICs to rapidly converge to one of them when the desired movement is
finally prescribed. We refer to this augmented view of the IC hypothesis as the “optimal
subspace hypothesis”. Note that this term has previously been introduced in the context
of single planned movements (Churchland et al., 2006b), but has a different meaning
here, since it is used to extend the IC hypothesis to multi-movement planning.

To test the predictions of the optimal subspace hypothesis, we extended our previous
population-level analyses. First, we defined the subspace that contained the preparatory
states associated with each single grip. Since there were only two grips, this subspace
was one-dimensional, and was defined by the unit vector connecting the SG-cued IC to
the PG-cued IC in the state space (Figure 3B); we refer to this dimension as the “grip
dimension”. Note that because the two grip-cued trajectories did not remain parallel
throughout the preparatory period (Figure 2C,D), the grip dimension was defined at
every time point (Methods). We then projected the grip-uncued trajectory onto the grip
dimension (Figure 3B). As a reference, we also projected the two grip-cued trajectories
on the grip dimension to evaluate the proximity of the grip-uncued state relative to the
two grip-cued states as a function of time in the trial.

Before Cue presentation, the preparatory states largely overlapped, which was
expected since no grip information was available at that time. Following the Cue, the
two grip-cued states rapidly diverged and remained separated throughout the
preparatory and movement period, consistent with our previous distance analysis
(Figure 2C,D). The grip-uncued state had a qualitatively similar temporal profile, but
notably remained in-between the two grip-cued states until ~100 ms after Go (Figure
3C). The trajectory then separated from this intermediate state into two grip-uncued
trajectories (PG-uncued and SG-uncued) which rapidly merged with the corresponding
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grip-cued trajectories (PG-cued and SG-cued, respectively) about 200-250 ms after Go.
The same observations were made in the two animals, and confirmed using both force
levels of the grip-uncued condition (Figure S2). This analysis demonstrates that, before
Go, the grip-uncued activity evolved toward an intermediate preparatory state along the
dimension that contained the two grip-cued preparatory states, and rapidly converged to
one of them once the grip information was provided.

Optimization of initial conditions explains inter-session variability
So far, our results are consistent with the optimal subspace hypothesis: preparatory
activity in the grip-uncued condition reaches an intermediate state between the two
grip-specific initial conditions. This intermediate state might result from an optimization
process facilitating the execution of the two potential grips. To firmly establish this result,
however, we ought to demonstrate a tighter relationship between the preparatory state
and the animal’s behavior. In particular, the exact position of the grip-uncued initial
condition along the grip dimension should be predictive of animals’ tendency to favor
the preparation of one grip versus the other. For instance, if the grip-uncued IC is
slightly closer to one of the two grip-cued ICs, say PG-cued (as can be seen in Figure
3C), then this should confer a slight reaction time benefit to PG relative to SG. In the
following, we therefore sought to leverage the inter-session variability in the neural and
behavioral data to test this stronger prediction of the optimal subspace hypothesis.

For each session, we computed a contrast measure ( ) to quantify the proximity ofλ
𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙

the grip-uncued IC relative to the two grip-cued ICs along the grip dimension (Methods).
By definition, was bounded by -1 and 1, and was negative if the grip-uncued ICλ

𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙

was closer to the PG-cued IC, and positive if the grip-uncued IC was closer to the
SG-cued IC (Figure 4A). According to the optimal subspace hypothesis, closer toλ

𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙

-1 should confer a slight advantage to the planning of PG relative to SG (Figure 4A,
middle top). That is, there should be a smaller RT difference between PG-uncued and
PG-cued trials compared to SG-uncued and SG-cued trials. Conversely, closer toλ

𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙

+1 should confer a slight advantage to SG over PG (Figure 4A, middle bottom), with a
smaller RT difference between SG-uncued and SG-cued compared to PG-uncued and
PG-cued. To assess this effect in behavior, we computed a second contrast measure (

) which quantified RT differences between the grip-cued and grip-uncuedλ
𝑏𝑒ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙

conditions for each grip separately (Methods). By definition, was close to -1 ifλ
𝑏𝑒ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙

the RT difference between the cued and uncued condition was smaller for PG than SG,
and +1 if the RT difference was smaller for SG than PG.
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When we plotted against , we found a strong positive correlationλ
𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙

λ
𝑏𝑒ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙

between the two contrast measures across sessions (Pearson correlation, ρ=0.78;
p<10-5; Figure 4B). This effect was specific to the grip dimension, since the correlation
was abolished when we projected the preparatory states onto a random dimension
(ρ=0.03; p=0.86). When we extended our correlation analysis using neural activity at
various time points of the cue and preparatory periods, we found that the correlation
between and became positive around 100ms after the Cue presentationλ

𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙
λ

𝑏𝑒ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙

(Figure 4C). Moreover, the correlation was strongest when was computed right atλ
𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙

the time of Go , i.e., at the time most relevant for setting up the initial condition for the
upcoming movement. Together, these results provide compelling evidence that the
preparatory state in the grip-uncued condition was optimized to fall in-between the two
grip-cued initial conditions, and that the extent to which this optimization favored one
grip over the other was quantitatively reflected in the animals’ behavior across sessions.
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Figure 4. Predicting session-by-session variability. (A) Predictions of the optimal subspace
hypothesis. Left: to evaluate the relative positions of the PG-cued, SG-cued and grip-uncued
preparatory states along the grip dimension, we defined for each experimental session a

contrast measure ( ) as follows: , where and represented theλ
𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙

λ
𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙

=
Δ

𝑃𝐺
−Δ

𝑆𝐺

Δ
𝑃𝐺

+Δ
𝑆𝐺

Δ
𝑃𝐺

Δ
𝑆𝐺

distance of the grip-uncued projection to the PG-cued and SG-cued state, respectively. Middle:
close to -1 (top) corresponded to the grip-uncued projection close to the PG-cued state;λ

𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙

close to +1 (bottom) corresponded to the grip-uncued projection close to the SG-cuedλ
𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙

state. Right: to assess the influence of the preparatory state on behavior, we defined another
contrast measure ( ) using the same expression as above, except and nowλ

𝑏𝑒ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙
Δ

𝑃𝐺
Δ

𝑆𝐺

represented the difference in reaction time between the grip-uncued and grip-cued condition for
PG and SG, respectively. The optimal subspace hypothesis predicted that andλ

𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙
λ

𝑏𝑒ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙

should correlate. (B) Correlation between and . Each dot represents oneλ
𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙

λ
𝑏𝑒ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙

session. Sessions were pooled across animals. The dashed line shows the unity line. (C)
Correlation between and as a function of time in the preparatory period.λ

𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙
λ

𝑏𝑒ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙
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The optimal subspace hypothesis holds at the single-trial level
Our previous analysis was based on trial-averaged activity, and did not take into
account the variability that occurred across trials of a given session. As a final test of the
optimal subspace hypothesis, we sought to verify its predictions down at the single-trial
level. Let us consider a particular trial in which the projection of the grip-uncued
preparatory state along the grip dimension is slightly biased toward the PG-cued IC
(Figure 5A). Since we (arbitrarily) defined the grip dimension as pointing from the
SG-cued IC to the PG-cued IC, this bias corresponds to a large projection onto the grip
dimension. According to the optimal subspace hypothesis, this bias should provide a
“head-start” to the execution of PG, and thus have a beneficial effect on the reaction
time when the grip type revealed at the time of Go is PG, i.e., in the PG-uncued
condition. As a result, the optimal subspace hypothesis predicts a negative correlation
between trial-by-trial projections and RTs in the PG-uncued condition, i.e., larger
projections onto the grip dimension lead to shorter reaction times (Figure 5B, top). The
hypothesis predicts the opposite effect in the SG-uncued condition: there should be a
positive correlation between trial-by-trial projections and RTs, i.e., larger projections
onto the grip dimension lead to longer reaction times (Figure 5B, bottom).

To test these predictions, we estimated single-trial neural dynamics using a 200-ms
sliding window, and projected individual trajectories onto the grip dimension (Methods).
Because estimating single-trial activity is prone to noise, we focused on a high-yield
session with a large number (n=97) of simultaneously recorded neurons, and a large
number (n=141) of successful trials. Trial-by-trial preparatory activity appeared to be
highly variable along the grip dimension, particularly near the time of Go (Figure S3).
The amount of trial-by-trial variance accounted for by the grip dimension was
approximately 10 times larger than expected by chance (Figure S3). For each individual
trial, we plotted the neural projection immediately prior to Go as a function of the
reaction time, separately for the PG-uncued and SG-uncued conditions (Figure 5C). As
predicted by the optimal subspace hypothesis, we found a negative correlation in the
PG-uncued condition (Pearson correlation, ρPG=-0.55; p<10-5), and a positive correlation
in the SG-uncued condition (ρSG=0.49; p<10-4). This result held across recorded
sessions, although the effect was weaker likely due to the lower number of neurons in
these sessions (one-sided t-test on ρ across sessions, mean+sem, ρPG=-0.37 0.06;±
t(31)=-5.97, p<10-6; ρSG=0.09 0.05, t(31)=1.73, p<0.05; Figure 5C, inset). Moreover,±
the same patterns of correlation between RT and trial-by-trial projections were found for
the grip-cued conditions (Figure S3), reinforcing the idea that the grip dimension was
key in controlling the initial condition for planning the movements. Altogether, these
results confirm the tight relationship predicted by the optimal subspace hypothesis
between deviations of the preparatory state along the grip dimension and animals’
reaction times down at the single-trial level.
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Figure 5. Predicting trial-by-trial variability. (A) Schematic of single-trial projections onto the
grip dimension. Large filled circles represent trial-averaged states, while smaller circles
represent individual trials. (B) Single-trial predictions of the optimal subspace hypothesis. One
particular grip-uncued trial biased toward the PG-cued state is shown. If the grip revealed at Go
is PG (i.e., PG-uncued condition, in red at the top), the reaction time (RT) for this trial is
expected to be short. This predicts a negative correlation between RT and the projection (right).
In contrast, if the grip revealed at Go is SG (i.e., SG-uncued condition, in blue at the bottom),
the reaction time for this trial is expected to be long. This predicts a positive correlation between
RT and the projection. (C) Correlation between RT and single-trial projections for the
PG-uncued (left) and SG-uncued (right) condition in one high-yield session. Inset: Summary of
correlation values across sessions (*p<0.05, ***p<0.001).
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Discussion
In this study, we analyzed preparatory neural activity in the motor cortex of monkeys
planning two movements in parallel. Contrary to the predictions of existing models
based on the representational view of motor planning (Cisek, 2006; Cisek and Kalaska,
2005; Crammond and Kalaska, 2000), we did not find evidence for concurrent neural
representations of the different possible movements. Instead, our results supported an
alternative model based on an augmented view of the “initial condition hypothesis”
inspired by the theory of dynamical systems (Afshar et al., 2011; Churchland et al.,
2006b, 2010; Shenoy et al., 2013). We found that the preparatory state associated with
two possible movements lies within an “optimal subspace” containing the preparatory
states associated with each movement planned separately. This intermediate state
serves as the optimal initial condition to rapidly reconfigure motor cortical dynamics for
the execution of either one of the two movements.

A number of previous studies on multi-movement planning have reported concurrent
neural representations of motor plans (Bastian et al., 2003; Cisek and Kalaska, 2005;
Coallier et al., 2015; Dekleva et al., 2016; Klaes et al., 2011; Thura and Cisek, 2014).
These studies typically involved visually-guided movements that were associated with
different spatial locations (i.e., hand reaches toward multiple potential targets). It is
therefore possible that preparatory activity observed in these tasks reflected a
spatial/directional tuning to the targets (Cisek, 2012; Shen and Alexander, 1997), which
may have contributed to biasing the results toward a representational view (Cisek,
2006, 2007). Other studies employing a task similar to ours did find evidence for the
co-activation of neurons tuned to different grip types (Baumann et al., 2009; Fluet et al.,
2010). This result is not necessarily at odds with ours. Indeed, we did find that
grip-selective neurons were active in the preparatory period of the grip-uncued
condition. However, we showed that the activity level reached by grip-selective neurons
did not reflect either one of the two levels associated with the grip-cued condition.

Our neural findings shed new light on a large body of behavioral studies showing an
“averaging effect” of pre-planned movements when faced with two possible alternatives
(Arai et al., 2004; Chapman et al., 2010; Chou et al., 1999; Gallivan and Chapman,
2014; Ghez et al., 1997; Hudson et al., 2007; Stewart et al., 2014). This effect has
typically been attributed to two concurrent motor plans competing and blending during
movement execution (Cisek, 2007; Stewart et al., 2013). Our results offer a different
explanation: rather than representing the two motor plans in parallel, the motor cortex
selects a single preparatory state which achieves a tradeoff between the two possible
movements and optimizes task performance (Alhussein and Smith, 2021; Gallivan et
al., 2015; Haith et al., 2015; Wong and Haith, 2017). In the case of reaching
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movements, because target directions are parametrically organized in space, this
intermediate state may naturally lead to a reach aimed at the average of the two
potential targets. However, the fact that an intermediate state also emerges for
non-parametric and categorically-distinct grasping movements suggests that this state
truly reflects the optimization of an initial condition, rather than an intermediate motor
plan per se.

To our knowledge, this study constitutes the first validation of the initial condition
hypothesis in the context of multi-movement planning. Previous studies were mostly
restricted to single planned movements (Afshar et al., 2011; Elsayed et al., 2016;
Even-Chen et al., 2019; Kaufman et al., 2014; Vyas et al., 2018), or multiple movements
planned in rapid sequence (Ames et al., 2014, 2019; Zimnik and Churchland, 2021). By
generalizing the notion of initial condition to movement preparation under uncertainty,
our results reinforce the idea that motor planning can and should be seen as a
dynamical process optimized to generate appropriate neural dynamics for movement
execution (Churchland and Shenoy, 2007a; Kao et al., 2021). Although the anatomical
substrate underlying this optimization process is beyond the scope of our study, the
thalamo-basal ganglia-cortical loop is a natural candidate (Athalye et al., 2020; Kao et
al., 2021). Low-dimensional inputs to the motor cortex (Dubreuil et al., 2022; Logiaco et
al., 2021; Sauerbrei et al., 2020) could for instance serve to adjust the initial state within
the optimal subspace dimensions (Beiran et al., 2021; Sohn et al., 2020). Further
investigations will be needed to elucidate this circuit-level question.

Our study investigated motor planning associated with only two movements. While we
cannot claim that our results will generalize, we can formulate a testable prediction for
cases with more alternatives. For N possible movements, we predict that preparatory
activity will be located in the state space so as to minimize the distance to the N initial
conditions corresponding to each movement. This optimization may be facilitated if the
movements are naturally organized along a parametric continuum (e.g., reaching
directions); in this case, the appropriate IC may correspond to one of the existing ICs
located in-between the others. For non-parametric movements, it may be more
challenging for motor cortex to find the appropriate initial condition, which would result in
larger variability in the position of the intermediate IC (as can be seen from our contrast
measure analysis, Figure 4B). Future studies could also test whether one movement
being more likely than the others biases the location of the preparatory state toward the
associated initial condition (Dekleva et al., 2018), or more generally, if each initial
condition is weighted by the probability that each movement will be executed.
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Methods

Experimental procedures
All procedures were approved by the local ethical committee (C2EA 71; authorization
A1/10/12) and conformed to the European and French government regulations.
Experiments involved two naive, awake, behaving monkeys (species: Macaca mulatta;
ID: L and N; sex: female and male; weight: 6 and 7 kg; age: 6 years old). Monkeys were
implanted with a 100-channel chronic Utah array (Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake
City, UT, USA) in the motor cortex contralateral to the working hand (right hemisphere
for both monkeys). The exact array location can be found in (Brochier et al., 2018). Data
were recorded using the 128-channel Cerebus acquisition system (Blackrock
Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT, USA). Analysis of behavioral and neural data was
performed using MATLAB (Mathworks, MA).

Behavioral task
Two monkeys performed an instructed delayed reach-to-grasp-and-pull task previously
described in (Riehle et al., 2013). Briefly, the animals were trained to grasp an object
(stainless steel parallelepiped, 40 mm x 16 mm x 10 mm, angled at 45° from the vertical
and located about 20 cm away from the monkey) using 2 possible hand grips (side grip,
SG, and precision grip, PG) and subsequently pull and hold the object using 2 possible
force levels (low force, LF, and high force, HF). A 10 mm x 10 mm square of 4 red
light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and one yellow LED at the center was used to display the
two visual cues (C1 and C2) that served as task instructions. The instructions were
coded as follows: the bottom two LEDs coded for LF, the top two for HF, the leftmost two
for SG, and the rightmost two for PG. By definition, PG was obtained by placing the tips
of the index and the thumb in a groove on the upper and lower sides of the object,
respectively, and SG by placing the tip of the thumb and the lateral surface of the index
on the right and left sides, respectively. An electromagnet placed inside the apparatus
was used to change the object’s effective weight (100g or 200g) to require a LF (magnet
off) or HF (magnet on), respectively.

Trial structure
The structure of a trial was as follows: the animal started from a home position with their
working hand pressing down on a pressure-sensitive switch. After a fixed 400-ms delay,
the central LED was illuminated to indicate the start of a new trial. After another 400 ms,
the first instruction (C1) was presented for 300 ms, followed by a 1-s preparatory period
with only the central LED on. At the end of the preparatory period, the second
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instruction (C2) was presented and also served as the imperative GO signal. At that
point, the animal needed to (1) release the switch, (2) reach for the object with the
appropriate grip and (3) pull and hold it with the appropriate force for 500 ms. The
animal was subsequently rewarded (mixture of apple sauce and water) if both the grip
type and the force level used were correct. To initiate a new trial, the monkey had to
return their working hand to the home position and press the switch.

Experimental conditions
The task included 4 trial types (2 grips x 2 forces), namely SG-LF, SG-HF, PG-LF and
PG-HF, which were randomly interleaved across trials. To manipulate movement
preparation in this task, we varied the order in which the grip and force information were
provided. Specifically, in the “grip-cued” condition, C1 provided the grip instruction, while
C2 provided the force instruction. Conversely, in the “grip-uncued” condition, C1
provided the force instruction, while C2 provided the grip instruction. As a result,
grip-cued and grip-uncued trials were identical in terms of movement, but differed in the
order that the grip/force information necessary to plan the movement was given.
Animals performed the task in short sessions (blocks of uninterrupted trials) alternating
between the two conditions.

Neural recordings
Spiking data were recorded during multiple behavioral sessions (n=8 for monkey N,
n=24 for monkey L). Each session had on average n=89 simultaneously recorded
neurons, and n=142 successful trials. Spikes were sorted offline using Offline Spike
Sorter, version 3, Plexon Inc., Dallas, TX, USA). Spike clusters which were separated
significantly from each other and with less than 1% of inter-spike intervals (ISIs) of 2 ms
and less were considered as single units (single-unit activity, SUA), whereas less well
separated clusters and/or more than 1% of 2 ms ISIs were considered as multi-unit
(multi-unit activity, MUA) recordings. In all analyses, we included both SUA and MUA.

Analysis of neural activity
To plot the response profile of individual neurons (Figures 2A), we smoothed averaged
spike counts in 20-ms bins using a Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation of 40 ms.

Euclidean distance analysis
To quantify the strength of grip encoding, we computed the instantaneous euclidean
distance between the neural trajectories associated with the PG-cued and SG-cued
conditions (Figure 2C–D).
Mathematically, the distance was computed as follows:
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and represent the instantaneous population state in the PG-cued and SG-cued𝑥𝑆𝐺(𝑡)
condition, respectively.

Neural tuning analysis
To quantify the relationship between firing rates in the grip-cued and grip-uncued

conditions, we computed the index . In this expression, andβ =
𝑟

𝑃𝐺
𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑−𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑
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designate the firing rate in the PG-cued and SG-cued condition, respectively, and 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑

designates the firing rate in the grip-uncued condition associated with either of the two
force levels (HF or LF). This ratio was computed only for grip-selective neurons, i.e.,
neurons whose firing rates differed significantly (as assessed by non-overlapping 95%
confidence intervals obtained via standard bootstrapping, N=100 repeats) between

PG-cued and SG-cued conditions. This ensured that the denominator did𝑟
𝑃𝐺
𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑 − 𝑟

𝑆𝐺
𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑑

not go to zero.

We computed the index using activity computed in a 20-ms bin centered at twoβ
different time points of the trial: 200 ms before Go, and 400 ms after Go (Figure 3A).
Before Go, we treated the two force conditions separately, and pooled them to plot the
distribution of across neurons. After Go, we treated the PG-cued and SG-cuedβ
separately.

Projection onto the grip dimension
To evaluate the relationship between the population state in the grip-uncued condition
relative to the two grip-cued conditions, we defined the “grip dimension” which
separated the PG-cued and SG-cued trajectories. The grip dimension was defined at
each time point as the unit vector connecting the SG-cued (trial-averaged) state to the
PG-cued (trial-averaged) state. We then projected the neural state associated with each
condition (PG-cued, SG-cued and grip-uncued) onto the grip dimension to assess the
proximity of the grip-uncued state to the other two states (Figure 3B). To obtain
confidence intervals, we used a standard bootstrapping (resampling trials with
replacement), with 100 repeats. Similarly, we projected session-by-session (Figure 4)
and trial-by-trial (Figure 5) states onto the grip dimension to correlate with animals’
reaction times.
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Supplementary material

SG-HF SG-LF HF-SG HF-PG LF-SG LF-PG PG-HF PG-LF

Monkey L 99% 95% 96% 93% 75% 92% 97% 94%

Monkey N 99% 100% 78% 100% 99% 97% 100% 100%

Table S1. Success rates for individual conditions for the two animals (n=24 sessions for monkey
L, 8 for monkey N). Success rates are averaged across sessions.
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Figure S1. Related to Figure 2C. Comparison of grip and force encoding across the two
monkeys (left for monkey L, right for monkey N). Top: we computed the instantaneous euclidean
distance between the two grip-specific trajectories for the grip-cued (red) and grip-uncued
(black) condition. Bottom: we computed the instantaneous euclidean distance between the two
force-specific trajectories for the force-cued (i.e., grip-uncued, in red) and force-uncued (i.e.,
grip-cued, in black) condition.
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Figure S2. Related to Figure 3C. Projection of the neural trajectories associated with the
PG-cued (dark red), SG-cued (dark blue), PG-uncued (light red), and SG-uncued (light blue)
condition onto the grip dimension for different sessions and animals. For the PG-uncued and
SG-uncued conditions, we fixed the level of force (HF for bottom left panel, LF for other panels).
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Figure S3. Related to Figure 5C. (A) Single-trial projections of SG-uncued (left) and PG-uncued
onto the grip dimension. Each black line represents a single trial of the grip-uncued condition
(fixed at HF); red and blue lines represent single trials of the PG-cued and SG-cued condition.
Single-trial activity was computed using a 200-ms sliding window to bin the spikes. The amount
of variance across trials at the time of Go (200-ms window preceding Go) along the grip
dimension is indicated at the bottom of each panel. By comparison, the amount of variance
along a random direction was around 1%. (B) Correlation between reaction time and single-trial
projections onto the grip dimension right before Go for the SG-cued (left) and PG-cued (right)
condition.
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